
Meeting title: SMLP - Design Workshop 
Meeting Date: 01/03/2021 14:00 
Participants: 

 (Meeting Organizer) 
@savills.com 

@fcbstudios.com   
@fcbstudios.com   

 
   

Gary Collins   
   

   
  
Notes 
   

 - fundamental issue remains of HSM 
  

 - response raised some concerns on how policy was being addressed.  
  

: 
  
New info 
Agree what is agreed / not agreed 
Can't share VuCity modelling to technical / licensing reasons 
Also concerned modelling from 2D drawings 
No protected views but there are important views 
Design West commented 17th Feb 2021 - supportive 
HE ok with building A but not B & C 
Building C is shifting southwards - retains 3 trees 
Contextual analysis can be considered through verified views approach. Doesn't model trees. 
  

: one doesn't preclude the other 
  

 agreeing to do 4 addl views, in response to pre-app feedback 
  

 to respond to pre-app letter 3 and will set out agenda for pre-app mtg 4 on 11th March 
  



Meeting title: Redevelopment of SMLP Bristol - high level meeting proposal 
 
Meeting Date: 08/03/2021 08:00 
Participants: 

 (Meeting Organizer) 
Gary Collins 
Zoe Willcox 

@hermes-investment.com 
 

 
Stephen Peacock 
Abigail Stratford 
Nuala Gallagher 

 

 
  
Notes 
  

 
  
Pre-app 4 is final session before making application in May 
Few issues with planning issues 
  
Scheme works with whatever cycle / ped solution is taken forward 
  
Trees in SAMs - can retain or remove 
  
Latest version of slides being sent through this week 
  
Resi use issue 
  
Wating for Pi to sign off Archeal survey - due mid March 
  

 to send  requirements for land deal - soc / eco aspects 
  

 
  
HSM remain a key question - sensitive location 
   

 
  
Policy approach has undermined scheme - use "selective use of policy by officers to undermine scheme" 
  
Highways too - being told to wait - want confirmation of this. Officers silent / complicit 
  
Letters:  ?? (2nd one in draft) 
  
Will share VuCity 
  
 



Meeting title: SMLP - Pre Application Meeting 4 
 
Meeting Date: 11/03/2021 09:30 
Participants: 

 (Meeting Organizer) 
@mepc.com 

@mepc.com   
r @workman.co.uk   

@savills.com 
@savills.com 

@Savills.com   
@fcbstudios.com   
@fcbstuios.com 
@fcbstudios.com 
@fcbstudios.com   
@key-transport.com   

@grant-associates.uk.com 
Gary Collins   

 
   

 
 

   
   

   
 

@fcbstudios.com   
   

  
Notes 
  

Intro: 
  

• The scheme is a positive proposal and we want to continue to work with them to deliver it 
• Whilst a residential element would bring additional benefits, this is not a deal breaker and will not 

be objected to 
• There remain concerns over height scale & massing which require changes to the scheme to 

address this issue 
• We look forward to their full use and sharing of VuCity modelling to help us assess the proposals, 

alongside other assessment tools, following their agreement to this on Monday 
   

 
  
Appreciate comprehensive comments and also on use 
Will walk thru changes since pre-app 3 and then HSM at end 
  

 - confirmed will use VuCity on an agreed basis 
  

 
  
Workshops have been useful 
Need to discuss s106 
Consultation next month 
Appln due 1st half of May 
  

 
  
Building C Shift  
Avoids archaeology and retains more trees 
Still retains view to St Peters 



  
Building B - minor change to help trees 
  

 
  
Overall H is still unacceptable, looking for meaningful reduction but see that massing has been amended 
Changes don't go as far as we would like 
Where are we in pre-app process and what are next steps? 
  

 
  
Thanks for being clear 
Lots of verified views and testing that test (impact on surroundings) is being met 
Confidents that verif views show don't negative impact 
Position to justify height through analysis 
Need to show trees in views (winter conditions) 
Engagement with other parties eg HE & Design West 
  

 
  
Which views and what impact? 
Need to move from gut feeling view to a more technical discussion 
  

 
  
Need detailed workshop to go thru specific views 
  

 - need kinetic views and use VuCity to its fullest 
  

- about whole composition rather than individual buildings 
  

 - need to be sure we don't separate Heritage from other design issues 
When can we get VC model? Response comes across as a rebuttal and don't want to get to a stalemate 
  

- will get VC model to you quickly 
  

 need to get info in sufficient time 
  

- useful discussion. Create at-grade junction btwn cycleway and ped route 
  

 
  
Objections likely / possible to route thru park 
Don't want to lose High St / Wine St options 
Still need to confirm position, but park route is a preference 
  

 - fallback position shouldn't affect layout 
  

 - might do now building C has moved 
Need to see more ambition for cycle parking, not shoved in basements 
S106 - there will be a cycling infra ask 
   
Sustainability 
  
Aiming for BREEAM Outstanding & net zero carbon in use 
Ready for connection to DH network, but concerned about its own current lack of sustainability 
Committed to BNG of 20%  



Meeting title: Redevelopment of SMLP Bristol - high level meeting 3 
 
Meeting Date: 26/04/2021 10:00 
 
Participants: 

 (Meeting Organizer) 
@hermes-investment.com 
 

 
Stephen Peacock 
Abigail Stratford 
Nuala Gallagher 
Gary Collins 

 

 
  
Notes 
  

 
  
Public consultation last week 
Awaiting pre-app 4 response 
Vu City sent across 
Walk through it together 
  

 
  
Internal discussions 
LPA Owner and also pro-development 
Can see economics of the deal through  
HSM will always be an issue - does the viability require this 
If so, need to focus on economic benefits 
  

 
  
HSM - design & planning policy framework  
Is it the right scheme for the location 
  

 
  
Revolves around harm to heritage assets 
Not substantial harm and benefits would outweigh this 
  

 
  
Can't answer viability Q at this time 
  

 
  
Can't start slicing storeys off but can discuss some changes outside of this meeting 

 &  to discuss off-line to benefits case 
  

 
Timescales? 
  

 
Submission in May 
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